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Advanced Turf Technology Limited, 
Holbrook Avenue, Holbrook Industrial Estate,  

Halfway, Sheffield  S20 3FF 
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 114 247 5725
Fax: +44 (0) 114 247 5726
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Simply unbelievable... 
...but true – the new 
electric 30” INFiNiSystem™  
pedestrian mower can  
cut a whole football pitch  
for under              *

Fine turf quality for sports pitches

The 30” INFiNiSystem™ brings new 
flexibility and performance to sports turf.

Much more functionality than any other pitch mower:

l	Reduced ground pressure is kinder to turf without  
 affecting striping

l	Set bedknife B.C.D. and attitude angle on the   
 SMARTCut™ for an unsurpassed level of cut quality

l	Programmable variable clip rate to put you in control

l	Easy end of line turning

l	Grass basket weight is transferred to the traction unit  
 ensuring consistent H.O.C. regardless of how much  
 grass is in the basket

l	 In-field ability to swap power source from engine/ 
 generator to battery

l	Gives the cleanest cut of any mower on the market

l	Betters any Hand-Arm vibration (HAV’s) legislative  
 limits

l	Lower than any Noise regulation  
 legislative limits

l	Offers a range of cassettes to make  
 yourpurchase go further

Dual source power 

Power is produced from a dual source to deliver drive to both 
the traction drive and a cassette’s DC brushless motor - either 
by a petrol engine via a 1.5kW generator, or a nominal 48V 
battery module (DCLA or LiPo for longer life). They can be 
quickly swapped, in-field if necessary, to suit the working 
environment. The hybrid configuration improves fuel efficiency, 
whilst the battery drive reduces noise.

Honda 4 Stroke (GX120)  
• Output 2.6kW (3.5bhp) @ 3,600rpm  
• Unleaded petrol

Battery
Will cut a whole football pitch with 
dual DCLA or single LiPo battery.
Calculation values are based on anecdotal 
evidence. Surface contours and machine set-up 
will alter battery duty cycle.  ATT makes no 
warranty or commitment for these claims.

ergonomic Design 

The ergonomic, easily 
adjustable, handle allows 
for configuration to a 
comfortable operating 
position with all controls 
simple to operate.

Variable speeD 

The infinitely variable clip rate and forward 
speed adjustment system* results in a ‘no 

compromise’ solution to sports  
turf maintenance. 
*Patents granted or pending

DeTacHable wHeels

The detachable wheels aid transportation 
over concrete approaches

ip67 raTeD connecTors

Fully sealed, IP67 rated, 
electrical connectors are 
used as standard in areas 
susceptible to water ingress 
when washing. 
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SimplyAdvanced

l	 Save massive amounts on your annual fuel bill
l	 Hassle free – no fuel transportation dangers and  
 no contravention of ‘Carriage of Dangerous Goods’  
 legislation
l	 ‘Plug-and-Play’ - charge overnight ~ mow in the  
 morning

* Calculation values are based on UK national averages. Actual costs may vary 
depending on your usage of the product and your cost of electricity. ATT makes no 
warranty or commitment for these cost estimates.

50p

Mower power usage 1.5kW
Time to mow pitch 3hrs
Total 4.5kWh
Average cost of electricity 10p/kWh

Total cost of energy 45p

LiPo 
battery

DCLA 
battery

low grounD pressure

The ground pressure of the unit is evened out 
over the rear roller and the 
two chassis rollers due to 
the floating head design.
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The Tmsystem™

Using the universal chassis and the appropriate 
adaptor kit, the TMSystem™ is fully compatible with 
all main-stream makes of triplex mowers, lightweight 
fairway mowers and our own INFiNiSystem™. 

ATT’s Turf Management System™ brings 
fine turf quality to sports turf maintenance 
with a range of SMART cassettes. Versatile 
equipment that saves the need to buy 
individual machines or OEM cutting reels.

More flexibility for fairway and triple greens  mowers

 AERATE     BRUSH     DE-THATCH   

 SCARIFY     TOP-DRESS

 GROOM     LEVEL     MOW          

The TMSystem™ unlocks the full 
potential of your John Deere, Toro or 
Jacobsen fairway or triple greens mower 
achieving more functionality  
by replacing  
the OEM  
cutting reels.

l	TMSystem™ replaces the OEM cutting reels with ones   
 specific to applications

l	There are 10 SMART cassettes able to improve  the   
 health and playability of sports turf surfaces

l	 Improves overall surface quality and appearance

l	Perfect for verticutting, shallow solid tining, brushing etc.

l	Set bedknife B.C.D. and attitude angle on the    
 SMARTCut™ cassette for an unsurpassed quality of cut

SimplyAdvanced
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The 
TM

 bristles are made from high quality 
nylon resulting in a durable brush with “flex memory” and are 
designed to be kind to the turf to minimise plant stress.  

 BRUSH

The 
TM

 Cutting Cassette offers unrivalled versatility and 
ease of maintenance. The bedknife is adjusted to a fixed position 
cylinder to achieve consistency and quality of cut. 7 blades to give a 
cutting height range of 1.8mm to 40mm (0.07in to 1.57in), to provide 
superb results.

 MOW

The 
TM

 roller, if used regularly, will prevent surface 
sealing resulting from the effects of rolling and air-born silt. This 
can lead to decreased infiltration rates and a reduction in gaseous 
exchange between the atmosphere and the rootzone upper horizon.  
This simple cassette can also help keep algae ingress in check. 
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The 
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 is used to keep organic 
accumulation in check and open the sward up such that air is free 
to circulate around the plant. Used moderately prior to light sand 
dressings helps the dressing material reach the base of the plant 
more effectively. 

The carbide tipped blades are spaced at 10mm centres and 
manufactured from 2mm thick tungsten.

 DE-THATCH

The 
TM

 produces less stress on the grass 
plant by employing non carbide tipped, laser cut blades. They 
help minimise any bruising effect that can lead to increased plant 
pathogen attack when using regular carbide tips. 

To counteract accelerated wear, resulting in a rounded tip, the rotor 
shaft can be turned through 180°. This feature enables the use of 
both sides of the blade tip to maintain a sharp edge being offered to 
the grass at all times.

easy  
aDjusTmenT  
‘in-use’
Visible laser-etched height 
adjustment of 0.1mm/0.004in 
increments.

wrencHless  
HeigHT aDjusTer
The patented “Wrenchless Height 
Adjuster” has become the industry 
benchmark for this type of application.

FronT roller 
The front roller can 
either be specified as 
wyil, smooth or grooved.

aDjusTable beDkniFe
Alteration of the bedknife geometry/
attitude can compensate for bedknife 
face wear and offers consistency in 
the level of plant stress.

rear roller  
power brusH
This patented optional 
attachment to the chassis 
makes for the ultimate in 
surface hygiene - whatever 
operation is being carried 
out.

uniVersal carrier (yoke)

With the appropriate adaptor kit, the universal 
carrier (yoke) aids attachment to any main-stream 
make of triplex greens or lightweight fairway mower. 

The 30” INFiNiSystem™ power unit has a carrier of  
similar design.  

SimplyAdvancedThe foundation of the ATT Turf Management 
System™ is the chassis...
The chassis has the highest quality bearings and 
is constructed from high-grade type 304 stainless 
steel, with all parts being laser cut for precision 
assembly. 

Cassette installation and removal is possible in 
seconds due to the ergonomically designed four 
bolt “Easy-In-Easy-Out” construction. 

With the addition of the appropriate adaptor kit, 
compatibility is assured with all main stream 
makes of triple greens and lightweight 
fairway mowers like John Deere, 
Jacobsen and Toro.

The 22”, 26” and 30” INFiNiSystem™ 
pedestrian units have a similarly 
constructed dedicated chassis.

...and the cassettes

The cassettes shown here have been selected for 
Sports Turf management. However, there are a total 
of 10 SMART cassettes available. 

For information on the complete range please visit 
our website: www.advancedtt.com
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